36	Phonology	[§55
dat. paj?e, beside psefes, paef>e, due to the plural forms pafas,
pa]?a, pajmm (§ 336); fern. gen. dat. ace. singular sace, swaj>e[
beside saece, swse)?e, due to nom. singular sacu, strife, quarrel;
swajm, track ] and plural saca, swajm, &c. (§ 366); masc. gen.
sing, glades, beside nom. glasd,^-/^, due to forms like dat. sing,
and plural gladum (§ 424); imperative of strong verbs be-
longing to class VI (§ 508), as far, sac, due to the influence of
the infinitive faran, to go> travel; sacan, to quarrel'; and similarly
in the pp. faren; grafen, dug; hladen, loaded, beside graefen,
hlasden. On the analogy of such past participles was formed ,
slagen beside slsegen, slain.
§ 55. se became e by i-umlaut; as bedd, Goth, badi,
OHG. betti, bed] bet(e)ra, Goth, batiza, better; hebban,
Goth, hafjan, OS. heffian, to raise; here, Goth, harjis,
OS. OHG. heri, army; lecgan, Goth, lagjan, OS. leggian,
to lay] and similarly bere, barley; bet from *tiatiz, better \
cwellan (wv.); to kill] ege, awe, fear; elles, else] hege,
hedge] hell (Goth, halja), hell] herian, to praise; hete,
hate; mere, lake] mete, meat, food] nerian, to save; nett,
net] secgan, to say; sellan, to sell] settan, to set] stede,
place] swerian, to swear] tellan, to count] twelf (Goth.
twalif), twelve ] webb,w^; weccan, to awake. Butstaepe
beside stepe, step.
note,—i. In Nth. e was often rounded to oe after w, as j
cuoella, to kill] tuoelf, twelve.
 2.	The regular forms of the second and third pers. singular
of the pres. indicative of strong verbs belonging to class VI
(§ 508) would have e, as in OHG. feris, thoit goest\ ferit, he
goes, but in OE. the a of the other forms of the present was
extended to th c second and third pers. singular, and then
a became ae by i-umlaut, as faerest, faerejx
 3.	It is difficult to account for the absence of umlaut in
laeccan, to seise ;  pse}>J>an, to traverse;   saecc, strife;   waecce,
vigil\ and for gemsecca, mate; haecc, gate, hatch ; msecg, man,
warrior] staeppan, to step; wraecca(OS* wrekkio),^/^,beside
the umlauted forms gemecca, mecg, steppan, wrecca.

